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Measurement system by impedance method for investigations of hemodynamic
responses of cardiovascular system using combined LBI\P and orthostatic stimuli.
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Abstract: The presented measurement system was designed for the assesment changes of hemodynamic parameters in central and peripheral cardiovascular system
as a response to low body negative pressure LBNP and
orthostatic OR tests. For this purpose a programable
complex tilt table with negative pressure chamber (for
lower body) was constructed. This kind of investigation
has been undertaken to fulfill the needs of aviation medicine. It enables simultaneous registration and analysis
of ECG and impedance signals connected with blood

flow in (T)horax and (N)eck segments. It is based on
Kubicek's method and our modyfied electrode system.
For automatic beat to beat signal analysis the mathematical spline functions ( 3rd order) method was applied. The end result of each test are the trends of parameters such: H& SV, CO, PEP, LVET and other.
They are determined separately during spontaneous respiratory activity and large variability of signals.
INTRODUCTION
Kubicek's method of impedance cardiography is one of the
few noninvasive methods of determinating stroke volume
SV and cardiac output CO in dynamic conditions. Relative
changes of SV and CO, absolute values PEP, LVET and
others parameters obtained during investigations are carrying many informations about regulation processes in the circulatory system, in spite of confirmed method's errors concerning rheographic signals sources []. We have started
the works on automatization signals analysis when objectives to the Kubicek's method were not such distinctive.
The previously applied method has been oversimplified
14,5,6,7] and didn't come true in practice. The main problems in determinating characteristic points in rheografic
signals ( not only in thoracic sgment ) were concerned with
the existing respiratory component. As our investigations
demonstrate it is the effect of venous return modulation
connected with changes of intrathoracic pressure [7]. As the
most interesting method of signal analysis we can consider
the one proposed by Nagel et al [6], i. e. combined spline
functions and cross corellation method. General conclusion
of the study [6], what was also confirmed by our investigations about rheografic signals morfology, is that it is necessary to introduce changes in the current Parralel Column
Model. It is based on the assumption of homogenous
structure of the thorax. However it does not take into an account resistivity changes of flowing blood and the respirato-

ry component phenomena.

METHOD
The spline functions of 3-rd degree have been used in
the process of curves smoothing [8,9]. This method consist
of approximation of discrete data gathered during processing analogous to digital. Moreover, it enables differentiation, integration, detection of function extremes and then
coordinates of characteristic points. The distinct problem of
rheografic signal analysis in the presence of respiratory
component during intensive, spontaneous breathing, was
succesfully solved.

For the purpose of finding the reason for the potential
errors in measurement of stroke volume, we have taken the
below as a principle - additional, simultaneous determination and presentation of dZldtmax, LVET and base impedance Zo values. From the medical point of view it also widened the possibilities of results analysis and interpretation.
Programmable and repeatable running of external stimulus
enables a comparison of the hemodynamic responses of circulatory system (of the same person) in subsequent investigations or repeatable examinations of a group of patients
under the same conditions.

The experimental set consists of two parts. The fnst

is

a special medical device for ECG regisffation, consisting

of

two rheografic channels T and N and l6-channels A/D
transducer. The second part is a conffol of LBNP and OR

system generation of the stimulus. The functions of software
are realized in On-Line and Off-Line mode.

RESULTS
The developed system enables us to measure and present in
numerical or graphical form the consequences of blood redistribution in the organism through changes of many physiological parameters. We named them trends. During typical examination lasting 20 minutes number of cardiac cycles
reaches 2000. Carefull analysis of many different parameters in a single examination enables us to determine their
velocity, values and characteristic or their specific interrelations. As the result of measuring systolic time intervals
PEP and LVET during very rapid orthostatic stress on the
tilt table we have found no direct connection between
LVET and HR [7].
It has not been possible to determine the universal relation
between bioelectrical and mechanical heart activity.
It appears that the main reason of this phenomena are venous refurn, filling of the ventricls, arterial pressure and left
ventricular contractivity changes. Changes of SV and CO
obviously resulted from LBNP and/or OR tests. Considering the above mentioned objections to Kubicek's method
we should assume it's changes as relatives.
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The basic and the most clear form is the graphical presenta-
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